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Single-vehicle data of highway traffic: A statistical analysis
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In the present paper, single-vehicle data of highway traffic are analyzed in great detail. By using the
single-vehicle data directly, empirical time headway distributions and speed-distance relations can be estab-
lished. Both quantities yield relevant information about the microscopic states. Several fundamental diagrams
are also presented, which are based on time-averaged quantities and compared with earlier empirical investi-
gations. In the remaining part, time-series analyses of the averaged as well as the single-vehicle data are carried
out. The results will be used in order to propose objective criteria for an identification of the different traffic
states, e.g., synchronized traffic.@S1063-651X~99!06712-4#

PACS number~s!: 05.60.2k, 45.70.Qj, 45.70.Vn, 05.45.Tp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental and theoretical investigations of traffic flo
have been the focus of extensive research interest during
past decades. Various theoretical concepts have been d
oped and numerous empirical observations have been
ported ~see, e.g.,@1–25#, and references therein!. Despite
these enormous scientific efforts, both theoretical concep
well as experimental findings are still under debate. In p
ticular, the empirical analysis turns out to be very sub
because the data strongly depend on several external i
ences, e.g., weather conditions or the performance of ju
tions @10#. Therefore, even certain experimental facts are
well established, although considerable progress has b
made in the past few years. Recent experimental obse
tions suggest the existence of three qualitatively differ
phases@11–14#: ~i! Free-flow states, which are characterized
by a large mean velocity,~ii ! synchronized states, where the
mean velocity is considerably reduced compared to the f
flow states, but all cars are moving, and~iii ! stop-and-go
states, where small jams are present. Synchronized tra
and stop-and-go states will be summarized ascongested
statesin the following. Following Kerner@11#, three differ-
ent types of synchronized traffic exist. Long time intervals
constant density, flow, and velocity characterize the first t
~i!. In the second type~ii ! variations of density and flow ar
observable, but the velocity of the cars is almost const
Finally, there is no functional dependence between den
and flow in the third type~iii ! of synchronized traffic.

This work focuses basically on two points. First of all, w
present adirect analysis of single-vehicledata which leads to
a more detailed characterization of the different microsco
states of traffic flow, and second we use standard techniq
of time-series analysis, i.e., utilization of autocorrelatio
and cross-correlations, in order to establishobjectivecriteria
for an identification of the different states.
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A more detailed characterization of the microscopic str
ture of the different traffic states should lead to sensit
checks of the different modeling approaches. In particu
the time headway distributions and the speed-distance r
tions, which have been calculated from the single-vehi
data, allow for a quantitative comparison with simulatio
results of microscopic models@17,18#. Moreover, the objec-
tive criteria for an identification of the different traffic state
developed in the framework of this paper, enable us to p
form an unbiased analysis of the experimental data.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we pres
some technical details of the given data set and of the m
surements. The analysis of single-vehicle data is presente
Sec. III. Explicitly, we show results for the time headwa
distribution and the speed-distance relations. These res
are compared to earlier estimates based on data from J
nese highways@19,20#. In Sec. IV we show the results for th
fundamental diagram, i.e., the flow-density relation. Here
focus on the effect of different time intervals for the colle
tion of data and discuss different methods of the calculat
of the stationary fundamental diagram. Finally, the tim
series analysis of the single-vehicle data as well as of
aggregated data is presented in Sec. V.

II. REMARKS ON THE DATA COLLECTION

The data set is provided by 12 counting loops all loca
at the German highway A1 near Cologne. At this section
the highway a speed limit of 100 km/h is valid — at lea
theoretically.

In Fig. 1 the section of the highway and the positions
the detectors are sketched. A detector consists of three
vidual detection devices, one for each lane. By combin
three devices covering the three lanes belonging to one
rection ~except D2, see Fig. 1! one gets the cross section
labeled D1 through D4. The two detector arrangements
and D4 are installed nearby the intersection of two highw
~AK Kö ln-Nord!, while D2 and D3 are located close to
junction ~AS Köln-Lövenich!. These locations are approx
mately 9 km apart. In between there is a further junction
with a rather low usage. The most interesting results
obtained at D1, where the number of lanes is reduced fr
three to two for cars passing the intersection towards Ko¨ln-
6480 © 1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the analyzed section of the German highway A1. The arrows indicate the driving directions. The detector pair
and D2-D3 are about 9 km apart; in between, an additional junction is located.
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Lövenich. Therefore, this part of the highway effectively a
as a bottleneck. Consequently, congested traffic is most o
recorded at detector D1, and the analysis is based on this
set.

The data were collected between June 6, 1996 and J
17, 1996 when a total number of more than 500 000 vehic
passed each cross-section, nearly 16% of them being tr
and truck trailers. During this period the traffic data set w
not biased due to road constructions or bad weather co
tions.

The distance headwayDx as well as the velocityv of the
vehicles passing a detector are collected in the data set.
velocity v is derived from the time elapsed between t
crossing of the first and the second detector installed in a
with a known distance. The second direct measure is the
elapsed between two consecutive vehicles. Due to sto
capacity reasons, only the time stamp with a rough resolu
~only 1 sec) has been saved, but internally the high-resolu
time headway was used to determine the distance betw
the vehiclen and its predecessorn21 via Dxn5vn21Dtn .
This implies that the error in calculatingDxn increases with
Dtn , since the calculation is made under the assumption
constant speedvn21. It should be mentioned that this proc
dure gives correct results as long as the velocity of the
hicle which has passed the detector is constant until the
lowing vehicle reaches the detector. So it is admissible
overcome the restriction of the resolution applying the
verse procedure to recoverDtn with higher accuracy as it ha
been used in the framework of this paper.

For a sensible discussion it is plausible to split up the d
set according to the different traffic states. In Fig. 2 a typical
time series of one-minute aggregates of the speeds a
detectors D1 and D2 is shown.~Note: All shown figures
which concern aggregated data use 1-min averaging in
vals, if not mentioned otherwise. Flows and densities
measured per lane.! The transition from a free-flow to a con
gested state is indicated by a sudden drop of the local ve
ity. This allows for an undoubted separation of the data
into free-flow and congested regimes. The distinction
tween synchronized states, which were only of type~iii !, and
stop-and-go traffic was done using the cross-correlation~3!
as described in Sec. V A. Then the analysis of the data
been performed separately for the free-flow and conge
states excluding the transition regime. At D1, the most in
esting installation, one obtains eight different periods of b
free-flow and congested states. These periods are labele
numbers I through VIII.
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Figure 2 also shows the bottleneck effect given by
lane reduction near the intersection. At D1, the cross sec
behind the local defect, one gets a sudden drop in the ve
ity. On the other hand, downstream this cross section
finds only a weak decay of the velocity, which represents
outflow from a jam.

III. ANALYSIS OF SINGLE-VEHICLE DATA

In this section the results for the time-headway distrib
tions and speed-distance relations calculated from sin
vehicle data are presented. For a detailed examination
data set was classified in two ways. As mentioned abov
discrimination between free-flow and congested states
made, followed by a classification due to local densities.
Appendix A, it is described how the local density is deduc
from the data set. Whereas the first one was done by a sim
and manual separation by means of the time series of
speed, the second one requires a more detailed explana
Every count belongs to a certain minute, and the local d

FIG. 2. Typical time series of flow and velocity. The transitio
from free to congested flow is indicated by a sharp fall of t
average velocity. Upstream of the bottleneck one finds a str
reduction of the speed at D1, whereas the flow remains nearly
stant. Downstream of the bottleneck at D2, the outflow from a j
is recorded — the speed is almost constant. It increases again
the jam at D1 has dissolved. For a proper characterization of
different states, we excluded the transition region, e.g., for
shown realization of a congestion we restricted our analysis on
part of the time series between the two vertical lines.
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6482 PRE 60L. NEUBERT et al.
sity r obtained during this certain minute is the criterion f
the classification. That is, it is conceivable that a dista
headwayDx is much larger than the mean distance headw
^Dx&}r21 of the considered period. Moreover, for th
analyses made in this section a further distinction betw
synchronized states and stop-and-go traffic is necessary.
can be done using the cross-correlation~3! as described in
Sec. V.

A. Time-headway distribution

So far, time-headway distributions have been investiga
with regard to traffic composition or daytime@2,9#. The sta-
tistics were solely established on the basis of rather sm
data sets. A classification according to different traffic sta
which will be presented in this section, was not used in e
lier publications.

In Sec. II the way of calculating the time headwaysDtn is
described in detail. In principle, the accuracy of the measu
ment would allow for a very fine resolution of the time hea
way distribution, but in order to obtain a reliable statistics
have chosen time intervals of length 0.1 sec.

In Fig. 3, the time-headway distributions of different tra
fic states at different local densitiesr are displayed. Regard
less of the value of the local density, all free-flow distrib
tions are dominated by a two-peak structure. The first pea
Dt50.8 sec represents the global maximum of the distri
tion and is in the range of time a driver typically needs
react to external incidents. On a microscopic level, th
short time headways correspond to platoons of some veh
traveling very fast — their drivers are taking the risk
driving ‘‘bumper-to-bumper’’ with a rather high speed
These platoons are the reason for the occurrence of high-
states in free traffic. The corresponding states exhibit m
stability, i.e., a perturbation of finite magnitude and durat
is able to destroy such a high-flow state. Once such a
lapse of the flow and the speed emerges, the free-flow bra

FIG. 3. Time headway distribution for different density regime
Top: In free-flow traffic theDt distribution is dominated by two
peaks at 0.8 sec and 1.8 sec. Middle: In synchronized traffic,
with narrow time gaps are found as well as a dominating pe
Bottom: In stop-and-go traffic, short time headways are suppres
The peak at 1.8 sec remains since cars are leaving the jam w
typical temporal headway of approximately 2 sec.
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can only be reached again by reducing the local den
@21,22#. In the database considered here, such a sharp fa
not observable since all detected jams are caused by
bottleneck downstream of the detector D1. Additionally,
second peak emerges atDt51.8 sec which can be associate
with a typical drivers’ behavior: It is recommended and sa
to drive with a temporal distance of'2 sec corresponding to
a maximum flow of'1800 vehicles/h.

Surprisingly, the small time headways have much le
weight in congested traffic. Only the peak atDt51.8 sec is
recovered, where the time-headway distribution now ta
the maximum value. But, nevertheless, the small time he
ways (Dt,1.8 sec) contribute significantly in synchronize
traffic. In stop-and-go traffic only the 1.8-sec peak rema
and short time headways are suppressed. The asymptoti
havior is rather unsystematic and reflects the dynamics
vehicles inside the jams.

However, almost every fourth driver falls below the 1-s
threshold, and this is more likely when the traffic is fre
flowing. Moreover, our results indicate that the small tim
headways are of the highest weight in the transition reg
between free-flow and congested flow.

The common structure of the time-headway distributio
in all density regimes can be summarized as follows:
background signal with exponential decay@2# covers a wide
range of temporal headways, also forDt,1 sec. Addition-
ally, at least one peak is to be noticed, whose location
independent of the underlying traffic state.

B. Speed distance-headway characteristics

Probably the most important information for an adju
ment of the speed is the accessible distance headwayDx.
This is captured by several models which use either a
tionary fundamental diagram@23# or even more directly a
so-called optimal-velocity~OV! function v5v(Dx) as input
parameters@20#. Therefore, a detailed analysis of the spee
distance relationship is of great importance for the model
of traffic flow.

From Fig. 4 it is obvious that the average speed not o
depends onDx itself, but also on the local density. In pa

.

rs
k.
d.
a

FIG. 4. The mean speed chosen by a driver depends on bot
global traffic state and the gap between his predecessor. For a b
orientation, the regions of characteristic temporal headways are
displayed.
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ticular, the average speed for large distances in synchron
states is significantly lower than for the free-flow states,
also saturated for sufficiently largeDx. These observation
should be relevant for theoretical approaches@24#.

Next we also took into account the velocity differenc
Dvn5vn212vn between consecutive cars (n21 followed
by n). The dependenceDx5Dx(Dv) is depicted in Fig. 5.
The results clearly indicate thatDx is minimized if both cars
move with the same velocity, irrespective of the microsco
state. Note thatDx is smaller than the mean distance deriv
from the inverse of the local density. Similar results a
comparable conclusions were presented in@25#, where the
probability distributionP(v t2v t1t) was investigated. In this
contextv t and v t1t are the speeds of two arbitrary but n
necessarily consecutive vehicles crossing the detector w
temporal distance oft seconds. They also observed a peak
v t2v t1t50 for anyt.

These observations are the motivation to determine an
function using exclusively the data whereuDvnu

FIG. 5. The ‘‘driving comfort’’ is not decoupled from more
‘‘technical’’ features, i.e., vanishing differences of speed allow o
to drive at the smallest mean distance headway.

FIG. 6. If only vehicles withuDvnu<0.5 m/sec are taken into
account, the resulting OV function differs slightly from Fig. 4. E
pecially in the synchronized states, the measurements forDt
P@0.8 sec,1.8 sec# are proportional toDx; beyondDt51.8 sec the
data points are rather scattered.
ed
t

c

a
t

V

<0.5 m/sec, because these should be relevant if an em
cal OV function is demanded as input parameter for tra
models. By using this reduced data set, a better converg
of the OV function in the high-density regime is observab
~Fig. 6!. Nevertheless, at least the results in the free-flow a
synchronized regimes strongly differ. This indicates that
synchronized traffic the drivers not only react to the distan
of the vehicle ahead, they also take into account the situa
at larger distances. It should be noticed that the dropping
measurements withuDvnu.0.5 m/sec leaves only a fifth
part of the data, but the quality of the OV diagrams does
suffer very much from this restriction.

In order to give explicit measures for the OV functions
the different density regimes, we used the ansatz

V~Dx!5k$tanh@a~Dx2b!#1c% ~1!

suggested by Bandoet al. @20#, wherea,b,c,k serve as fit
parameters.

In Fig. 7 the empirical relationsv5v(Dx) are displayed
averaging~top! over all states corresponding to free-flow
~middle! over all synchronized states, and~bottom! over all
empirical data satisfying the restrictionuDvnu<0.5 m/sec.
The comparison with an empirical OV function establish
by analyses of a car-following experiment on a Japan
highway @20# reveals a higher value ofV(`) and a slower
increase of the OV function.

The characteristic values of the different OV functions a
summarized in Table I, whereD denotes the distance a
which V(D)50.95V(`) holds. The numerical results sho

e FIG. 7. Fits of the empirical data using the ansatz~1!. The
results are compared with the results given in@20#.

TABLE I. Characteristic parameters of the OV functions. T
asymptotic values of the velocityV(`) as well as the distanceD,
where 95% ofV(D) is exceeded~refer to Fig. 7!.

D V(`)

Bando@20# 42.39 32.14
Free-flow~top! 14.11 29.43
Synchronized~middle! 26.70 11.47
All states~bottom! 57.70 28.64
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6484 PRE 60L. NEUBERT et al.
that when averaging over both free-flow and congested st
~Fig. 7, bottom! the asymptotic regime of the OV function
reached at much larger distances.

Our results for the OV functions can be summarized
follows. In the free-flow regime the functions are charact
ized by a steep increase at small distances correspondin
the small time headways discussed in the preceding sub
tion. For synchronized states it is remarkable that
asymptotic velocity takes a rather small value. Furthermo
our results show that it is necessary to distinguish betw
the traffic states in order to get a more precise descriptio
the speed-headway relation.

IV. THE FUNDAMENTAL DIAGRAM

In this section we present results on the fundamental
gram based on time-averaged data. The present data s
lows for a free choice of the averaging interval and overla
Here we compare the results obtained for one- and fi
minute intervals~see also@1#, p. 100!. At the end of this
section we discuss different methods in order to establish
stationary fundamental diagram.

In Fig. 8, fundamental diagrams for averaging interv
Dt of one and five minutes are shown. Beyond the triv
effect that longer averaging intervals lead to a reduction
the fluctuations, one observes that both the extremal va
of the density and the flow decrease with growingDt. More-
over, the small flow values at very low densities are avera
out if five-minute intervals are chosen. One might a
whether longerDt ’s hide some real structure of traffic stat
or whether the additional structure in the one-minute int
vals is a statistical artifact. From our point of view, the r
sults for the low-density branch, which agree for both av
aging intervals, indicate that a one-minute interval
sufficient to establish the systematic density dependenc
the flow. Beyond that, microscopic states with short lifetim
can be detected using short time intervals, which makes

FIG. 8. Fundamental diagrams for different averaging interv
Dt. The upper diagram shows time-traced data averaged oveDt
51 min while for the lower diagramDt55 min has been used~for
an explanation of the structure, see also Appendix A and Fig.!.
The relative occupation is calculated using the maximal den
during the measuring period,rmax5140 vehicles/km.
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one-minute intervals preferable.
The unusual structure of the flow-density relation f

small speeds, especially the return into the origin of the
ordinate system, must be traced back to the method of
determination of the local density viaJ/v, since the occupa-
tion itself was not accessible in the underlying data set. T
behavior will be explained in more detail in Appendix A.

In order to obtain thestationaryflow-density relationship,
we generated histograms from the fundamental diagram.
to the problems of the density estimation in stop-and-go t
fic, we omit these states in the further discussion. In Fig
the results for two averaging procedures are displayed.
continuous form of the fundamental diagram has been
tained by averaging over all flow values of a given dens
while the discontinuous shape has been obtained by discr
nating between free-flow and synchronized traffic. It sho
be mentioned that the shape of the continuous stationary
damental diagram also depends on the statistical weigh
free-flow and synchronized states. Therefore, from our po
of view it is necessary to distinguish between the differe
states in order to obtain reasonable results for the statio
fundamental diagram.

Using the latter method, it turns out that for high densit
the average flow takes a constant value in a wide rang
density. This plateau formation is similar to what is found
global measurementsin driven systems with so-called impu
rity sites or defects, where in a certain density regime
flow is limited by the capacity of the local defect@26–29#.
Here the bottleneck effect is produced by lane reduction
well as by the large activity of the on and off ramps at t
intersection~see Sec. II!.

V. TIME-SERIES ANALYSIS

As already mentioned in the Introduction, we proposeob-
jectivecriteria for the classification of different traffic state

s

ty

FIG. 9. Mean flow-density relation using the complete data s
The continuous curve corresponds to an average of all flow va
for a given density while the discontinuous line is obtained d
criminating between free-flow and synchronized states. Using
latter procedure, a nonunique behavior of the flow-density rela
is observable which can also be seen near local defects in dr
systems. Data points of the synchronized branch have been dro
for low densities due to the unreliable statistics.
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using standard methods of time-series analysis. Beyond
we will show that these methods allow for a further char
terization of the different states.

A. Correlation analyses

The first quantity to consider is the autocorrelation

ax~t!5
^x~ t !x~ t1t!&2^x~ t !&2

^x2~ t !&2^x~ t !&2
~2!

of the aggregated quantitiesx(t). The bracketŝ & indicate
the average over a complete period of a free-flow or c
gested state.

In Fig. 10, the autocorrelations of one-minute aggrega
of the density, flow, and average velocity of a free-flow a
a synchronized state are shown. In the free-flow state
average speeds are only correlated on short time sc
whereas long-ranged correlations are present in the time
ries of local density as well as of the flow. This implies th
no systematic deviations of the average velocity from
constant average value are observable, while the density
therefore also the flow vary systematically on much lon
time scales up to the order of magnitude of hours. This lo
range signal reflects the daily variation of the traffic load

This behavior of the autocorrelation is clearly contras
with the behavior found in synchronized traffic, whereall
temporal correlations are short-ranged irrespective of
chosen observable. Both results show that longer time sc
are only apparent in slow variations of the density during
day, while the other time series reveal a noisy behavior.

Furthermore, the cross-correlation

cx,y~t!5
^x~ t !y~ t1t!&2^x~ t !&^y~ t1t!&

A^x2~ t !&2^x~ t !&2A^y2~ t !&2^y~ t !&2
~3!

indicates the strong coupling between flow and density in
free-flow regime~Fig. 11!. This implies that the variations o
the flow are mainly controlled by density fluctuations wh

FIG. 10. Typical autocorrelation functions of the local densi
the average velocity, and the flow in a free-flow~top! and synchro-
nized~bottom! state. The insets show the fundamental diagram c
responding to the chosen time interval.
at,
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the average velocity is almost constant. Again the results
synchronized states differ strongly. Here all combinations
flow, density, and average velocity lead to small values
the cross-correlation also supporting the existence of irre
lar patterns in the fundamental diagram.

Therefore, the correlation analysis of the empirical data
in agreement with the interpretations given in@12,13#, where
synchronized states first have been identified. The sync
nized states can be distinguished from stop-and-go tra
@14# using the same methods.

Similar to free-flow states, stop-and-go traffic is chara
terized by strong correlations between density and fl
@cr,J(0)'1#. The pattern in the flow density plane obtaine
during period III is quite similar to the patterns of synchr
nized states of type~ii !. However, in this case a stop-and-g
state is realized, which is indicated, e.g., by the small val
of the speed. Beyond that, also the autocorrelation func
shows an interesting behavior, namely an oscillating str
ture for all three quantities of interest~Fig. 12!. The period of
these oscillations is given by'10 min. This result is in ac-
cordance with measurements by Ku¨hne @30#, who found os-
cillating structures in stop-and-go traffic with similar per
ods.

The previous results allow us to establish the followi
objective criteria for the classification of traffic states: Fre
flow and congested traffic can be distinguished using
time series of the mean speed, while the congested s
differ with respect to the cross-correlation between densi
and flow. In stop-and-go traffic, large values of the cro
correlation have been observed. The decoupling of den
and flow in synchronized traffic is expressed throu
cr,J(0)'0.

B. Transitions between the different states

These previous results show that the time-series ana
allows for an identification of different traffic states. Now w
focus on the transition regime. Compared to the typical li

,

r-

FIG. 11. Strong correlations between density and flow, indica
by cr,J(0)'1, can be found in both free-flow and stop-and-go tr
fic. By contrast, synchronized states are characterized by weak
relations between density and flow. Congested states where tr
tions between synchronized and stop-and-go traffic appear lea
intermediate values ofcr,J(0)'0.2, . . . ,0.5. The different periods
of free-flow and congested traffic are labeled by I through VIII~see
also Sec. II!. The dashed lines are a guide to the eyes only.
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6486 PRE 60L. NEUBERT et al.
time of a free-flow or a congested state, the transition is
short duration of approximately the order of magnitude
15 min~see Fig. 13 for a typical time series of the local spe
including a congested state!.

FIG. 12. The autocorrelations of all three local measures in s
and-go traffic. All three local measures show oscillations aroun
with a period of'10 min.

FIG. 13. Transitions between free-flow and congested tra
The upper diagram shows one minute aggregates of the flow n
transition from free flow to a congested state and vice versa.
comparison, the time series of the one-minute aggregates o
local speed and their standard deviations are given in the diag
below.
f
f
d

Transitions from free-flow to both congested states
observable in the data set. The transitions take place at
sities significantly lower than the density of maximum flow
since the transitions are initiated by a reduction of the cap
ity of the bottleneck and not by a continuous increase of
local density. We also want to mention that the conges
states often are composed of stop-and-go and synchron
states, i.e., during a time series corresponding to conge
traffic, transitions between both congested states freque
occur.

The results of several other empirical investigations s
gest that the transition between free and congested flow
accompanied by a peak of the velocity variance at the tr
sition @6,30#. Our analysis clearly does not support this res
~see also@31#!. The existence and height of the peak
closely related to the length of the averaging intervals. Bu
course these peaks are numerical artifacts. They show
because the time interval includes two different states
they do not reflect any further characteristics of the tran
tion.

C. Correlation between different lanes

In addition to the irregular pattern in the fundamental d
gram, it has been argued that a characteristic feature of
synchronized states is the strong coupling between diffe
lanes@12,13#. These interpretations are mainly based on
fact that the average speeds on the different lanes appr
one another. Here this effect is not observable because d
the speed limit even in the free-flow regime the average
locities on different lanes only slightly differ~the average
speed in the free-flow regime in the left lane is given
'120 km/h and in the two other lanes by'100 km/h).

Therefore, we calculatedcxi ,xj
(t) in order to quantify this

coupling effect. Herexi denotes either the flow, the densit
or the speed in lanei. In Fig. 14, the cross-correlations o
different lanes belonging to the same driving direction a
shown. The coupling between flow and density of neighb
ing lanes att50 in the synchronized state is comparable
the free-flow state. It is also apparent that the free-flow sig
is veritable on long time scales, while in the synchroniz
state the correlation rapidly decays with time. Again th
result mainly reflects the daily variation of the density.

The synchronization of the different lanes is indicated
large values@cv i ,v j

(0)'0.9# of the cross-correlation of the

speed att50, while the time series of the speed on differe
lanes in free flow are completely decoupled.

D. Time series of the single-vehicle data

In the preceding section it could be shown that the r
evant time scales are identifiable by time-series analy
Here these methods, in particular a generalization of
cross-correlation function, will be used in order gain furth
information on the different microscopic states.

By using the single-vehicle data directly, it is not possib
to evaluate the time dependence ofcx(t) in realistic units
because the time intervals between consecutive sig
strongly fluctuate. Instead of the temporal differencet, now
the number of carsn passing the detector between vehiclei
and j 5 i 1n is used.
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The behavior of the autocorrelation in the free-flow r
gime can be characterized as follows. For smalln’s one ob-
serves a steep decrease ofax(n) while an asymptotically
slow decrease is found. The crossover from a fast to a s
decay has been observed for a small number of carsn
'5).

In the free-flow regime, the single-vehicle data basica
support the results obtained for the aggregated data, na
a strong coupling between the temporal headways~the
single-vehicle analogy of the flow:J}Dt21) and the dis-
tances~corresponding to the density:r}Dx21). Moreover,
the slow asymptotic decay is mainly due to the daily var
tion of the density. A different behavior has been found
av(n). First the decay for smalln is not as fast as for the
other signals, and second the function decays faster asy
totically. The asymptotic behavior, in turn, is in accordan
with the result drawn from aggregated data. But from o
point of view the slower decrease for short distances is
special interest. It implies that also in the free-flow regim
small platoons of few cars moving with the same speed
formed. These platoons lead to the peak atDt50.8 sec in the
time-headway distribution.

Having Fig. 15 in mind,ax(n) of synchronized state
quantities behaves similarly, except for two differences:
long-ranged signal is present for all quantities of interest,
the decay ofcv(n) for small n is much weaker than in the

FIG. 14. Cross-correlation of flow, density, and speed of nei
boring lanes in the free-flow regime compared to congested st
The shown data correspond to an average over all possible co
nations ofi and j.
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free-flow regime. This leads to the following picture of th
microscopic states in synchronized flow: Similar to the fre
flow regime, platoons are formed with cars moving at t
same speed, but in synchronized flow these platoons
much larger~of the order of magnitude of some ten v
hicles!.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper a detailed statistical analysis of sing
vehicle data of highway traffic is presented. The data all
us to analyze the microscopic structure of different traf
states as well as a discussion of time-averaged data.

Using the single-vehicle data directly, we calculated t
time-headway distribution and the headway dependenc
the velocity. Both quantities are of great interest for mod
ing of traffic flow, because they can be directly compar
with simulation results@32# or are even used as input param
eters@20# for several models.

Our analysis of the time-headway distribution has
vealed a qualitative difference between the free-flow st
and both congested states, i.e., synchronized traffic and s
and-go traffic. The time-headway distribution of free-flo
phases shows a two-peak structure. The first peak is loc
at very small time headways (Dt'0.8 sec) while a second
peak shows up atDt'1.8 sec. The peak at small time hea
ways can be interpreted as a microscopic verification
metastable free-flow states. The second peak is also obse
in congested flow. In synchronized states the small ti
headways, which contribute by the exponential undergrou
are still of statistical relevance. On the other hand, in st
and-go traffic small time headways are strongly suppress

Similar results have also been obtained for the spe
distance relation, the so-called OV function@20#. It also
turned out that it is necessary to distinguish between fr
flow and synchronized states. In particular, the asympt
velocities in free-flow and synchronized states diff

-
s.

bi-

FIG. 15. A long-range signal is obtained from the autocorre
tion of spatial and temporal headways among free-flowing vehic
~top!. The diagram below is related to synchronized states
makes it clear that the correlations of the speeds are large on
scales~up to 50 vehicles!, whereas that of the spatial and tempor
headways decays very abruptly.
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strongly. Moreover, a global average leads to different ch
acteristics at small distances.

For comparison with earlier empirical investigations@12–
14,31#, we also have used aggregated data in order to ca
late the fundamental diagram. Our results indicate that o
minute intervals are preferable compared to five-minute
riods ~the effect of different aggregation intervals has a
been discussed in@6#!, although these short intervals lead
larger fluctuations. Nevertheless, from our point of view, t
single-vehicle data suggest that these fluctuations are no
artifact of the short averaging procedure but represent
complex structure of the different traffic states.

The data have also been used to calculate a statio
fundamental diagram. Again, our results reinforce that i
necessary to distinguish between free-flow and conge
phases in order to get reliable results for the average flow
a given density. Then one obtains a discontinuous form
the fundamental diagram and a nonunique behavior of
flow in a density interval close to the density where t
maximal flow is reached.

Using the autocorrelation and cross-correlation for
different time series, we were able to identify three quali
tively different microscopic states of traffic flow, namely th
free-flow, synchronized, and stop-and-go traffic@11–14#.
The free-flow states are characterized by a strong couplin
the flow and density and beyond that by a slow decay of
related autocorrelation functions. This implies that as far a
free-flow state is present, the flow solely depends on
density. The time scale which governs the asymptotic de
of the autocorrelation function is also determined by
daily variance of the density.

As shown in Sec. II, one can easily distinguish free-flo
and congested states. By contrast, it is much more difficu
separate between time series belonging to stop-and-go
synchronized states by inspection. Therefore, anobjective
criterion is of great interest. It turns out that the time-ser
analysis provides such a criterion. Synchronized states
indicated by small values of the cross-correlation betw
flow, speed, and density. Moreover, the autocorrelation fu
tion is short-ranged for all three quantities. These results
flect the completely irregular pattern in the flow dens
plane@12,13# found for synchronized states. By contrast,
stop-and-go traffic, flow and density are strongly correlat
On the other hand, the autocorrelation function reveals
oscillating structure@30# with a period of the order of ten
minutes. In addition, it was found that transitions betwe
free-flow and congested flow are rare but transitions betw
the different congested states are more frequent.

The autocorrelation functions of the single-vehicle d
have suggest that in the free-flow regime as well as in s
chronized states, platoons of cars moving with the same
locity can be observed. Presumably, the platoons in the f
flow regime lead to the peak atDt'0.8 in the time-headway
distribution and therefore to very large values of the flow

From our point of view, our results have important imp
cations for the theoretical description of traffic-flow pheno
ena. The short distance headways present in free-flow tr
are only possible when drivers anticipate the behavior of
vehicles in front of them@33#. Anticipation is less importan
in congested traffic. Another important effect is reflected
the gap dependence of the velocity at high densities. Here
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observe a small asymptotic velocity. This implies that drive
tend to hold their speed in dense states, another fea
which has to be captured by traffic models. Finally, one h
to take into account the reduced outflow from a jam wh
has been verified by other authors and is supported by
results.

In conclusion, the analysis of single-vehicle data leads
a much better understanding of the microscopic structure
different traffic states. Although our results give a consist
picture of the experimental facts on highway traffic, an e
larged data set or data from other detector locations would
very helpful in order to settle the experimental findings. Fi
of all, a series of counting loops would allow a more detail
analysis of the spatiotemporal structure of highway traf
and additional data from on and off ramps would help
discriminate between bulk and boundary effects.
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APPENDIX A

In principle, one could use the single-vehicle data direc
in order to establish the velocity-flow relationship becau
the speed and the time headway~which is proportional to the
inverse flow! of individual cars are provided by the detecto
Unfortunately, an interpretation of these results is diffic
because of the extreme fluctuations of the experimental d
Therefore, we used aggregated data in order to determi
fundamental diagram. In particular, we show the flo
density relationship of one- and five-minute aggregates.

While the local flow is directly given in the data set, on
has to calculate the temporally averaged local densitiesr at
the detector because the occupancy of a detector is not
vided here. The occupancy of a detector denotes the frac
of time when the detector is occupied by vehicles. The lo
density can be calculated via the relation

r5J/v, ~A1!

whereJ}N is closely related to the total number of carsN
crossing the detector during the time interval@ t,t1Dt#, and
v5(vn(t)/N is the average velocity of the cars. Note th
both the velocityvn(t) of the individual cars and the flowJ
are directly accessible. Therefore, this method should g
the best estimate for the local densityr as long as the veloc
ity vn(t) represents a characteristic value of the local spe

Problems using this kind of density calculation may ar
from the strong fluctuations of the speed, especially in st
and-go traffic. Then the velocity recorded by the detec
gives a measure of the typical velocity ofmovingvehicles
while the periods when cars do not move are not taken
account.
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FIG. 16. Simulation results using different methods for the calculation of the local density. Top: The filled symbols correspon
estimate calculated using Eq.~A1!, while the open symbols represent the occupancy of the detector. Bottom: Comparison of both es
For r.30 vehicles/km, both methods strongly deviate from one another. Note that the density where these differences occur
depends on the chosen calibration of the model.
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Figure 16 illustrates the effect of the different measur
procedures using computer simulations. During the simu
tion of a continuous version of the Nagel-Schreckenb
model ~see Appendix B for a definition of the model!, we
used two kinds of detectors. The first detector is simpl
line crosswise the driving direction. At this line, measu
ments of flows and velocities are performed. Then the lo
density is calculated via Eq.~A1!. This result is compared
with direct measurements of the local density where the
erage occupation on a short section of the lattice is detec
The figure shows that both estimates of the local density
in good agreement at low densities while at large densi
the estimates may strongly differ. The different estimates
the local density lead to different shapes of the fundame
diagram. Estimating the density via the occupation of
detector, we get the well known form of a high-dens
branch while the calculation of the local density via Eq.~A1!
leads to a pattern which is similar to free-flow states but w
a much smaller average velocity.

Similar patterns have also been found in our data set~see
Fig. 8!. Therefore, the simulation results indicate that the
periods correspond to stop-and-go traffic. Data points re
senting blocked cars are located in the origin of the fun
mental diagram. Using an occupancy-based density,
points belonging to the same period would be shifted to
right. A deadlock situation would approach (rmax,0), with
rmax the maximum density. We suppose thatrmax
5140 vehicles/km.

Finally, we want to mention that this problem cannot
circumvented using the speed-flow relation because on
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still left with the problem of overestimating local speeds
stop-and-go traffic.

APPENDIX B

The simulation results have been obtained using a sp
continuous version of the Nagel-Schreckenberg~NS! model
@34,35# for single-lane traffic. Analogous to the NS mode
the velocity of thenth car in the next time step is determine
via the following four rules which are applied synchronous
to all cars.

Step 1: Acceleration:Vn→min(Vn11,Vmax).
Step 2: Deceleration~due to other vehicles!: Vn

→min(Vn ,dn).
Step 3: Randomization:Vn→max„Vn2r( ),0… with r( )

P@0,1#.
Step 4: Movement:Xn→Xn1Vn .
The velocity of thenth car Vn is given in units of

5 m/sec.Vmax denotes the maximum velocity,Xn the posi-
tion of the cars, anddn5Xn112Xn21 the distance to the
next car ahead.Xn anddn are also given in units of 5 m~the
length of the cars!. r( ) is a random number between 0 and
In our simulation we useVmax58, which corresponds to
40 m/sec in realistic units.

The discrete NS model is also able to generate such
damental diagrams, but with a worse resolution — the line
stop-and-go traffic has a rather steep slope. This is why
decided to use the continuous version of the NS model. N
that beside the better spatial resolution of the continu
version, no qualitative difference between the continuo
and discrete version of the model has been found.
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